
The issue
Fences, access tracks, cultivation areas, fire breaks and stock tracks can concentrate natural water flow, 
triggering erosion and transporting topsoil off-farm. 
Large amounts of water from rainfall can flow off landscapes, rapidly moving down steep tracks and disposing 
water in less stable areas on your land, which may lead to sheet, rill, or gully type erosion.

Why is it important
Property infrastructure planning can reduce erosion, stress, and resources.  New tracks, fence lines, watering 
holes, yards, sheds, fire breaks or dams need placement planning to save topsoil.  Where infrastructure is 
already in place it can be adapted to reduce water velocity, increase infiltration and water dispersion.

Infrastructure best practice
Fencing and water point planning can help protect 
preferred land types and sensitive areas from 
overgrazing. Fencing to separate markedly different 
land types is a strong strategy to control grazing 
pressure on preferred land types and to provide more 
effective use of all pasture resources on a property. 

Tracks & roads
Track and road planning can minimise the disturbance of natural water flow. 
• Tracks and roads should be constructed along or close to the top of the main ridge where accessible. Tracks 

located here collect less water, dry out quickly following rain and provide good visibility of your property. If 
you must move across a hill or drainage line place tracks on the contour or down a ridge spur. 

• At the foot of slopes or along the edge of the flat is a sound secondary option. Avoid long stretches of 
straight track, instead create a sequence of broad bends so accumulated runoff can disperse at low points.

• Keep tracks well grassed. Stick raking and slashing can be suitable track construction. Best practice is 
to minimise soil and 
vegetation disturbance. 
Grading or blading tracks 
should be avoided. 

• If you need to cut tracks 
on slopes do so on a 
slight incline so water 
can freely flow downslope 
rather than gather on the 
back edge of the road.
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Watering points placement planning is important
• Place on level sites that are not exposed to high volumes of run-on water. 
• Select location 1-2km away from highly erodible soils such as shallow 

texture contrast soils (duplex soils).
• Watering points are best suited to coarse sandy surface soil in or around 

shelter belts or shrubs.
• In steep country keep watering points 1-2km apart.
• In low sloping land place 3-4km apart.
• In large paddocks set up multiple locations to encourage animals to spread 

out without walking long distances and to reduce overgrazing and soil 
erosion around watering points

• Install points away from drainage areas.

Fence line placement can create or reduce erosion 
• Consider soil types, pastures, topography and water availability when 

planning fence lines to manage ground cover effectively.
• Protect bank stability and fence off alluvial soils in riparian areas to prevent 

slumping and erosion. 
• Follow natural features, ridge tops, timbered areas, rocky outcrops or water 

courses.
• Follow contours around slopes. If down slope is unavoidable place fence 

lines at right angle to the contour.
• Fencing with natural boundaries in mind may require more upfront planning 

but access and efficiency of land will provide long term benefit.
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Whoa-boys provide safe disposal of water from access tracks
• Well placed tracks can still collect water in wheel ruts. On long slopes, runoff will gain velocity and could 

erode the track. 
• Whoa-boys are low trafficable, cross banks built to interrupt runoff on long slopes and divert it safely to the 

side of the track. 
• Well-built whoa-boys provide effective, cheap and long-term low maintenance road drainage.


